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Much like Will’s secret child, the idea of putting on Someone Who’ll Watch
Over Me was conceived in the smoking area of Ocean. Despite me expecting
his slurred description of the play to be yet another agonisingly offensive
joke – ‘An Irishman, an Englishman and an American walk into a Lebanese
hostage cell...’ – I was hooked by the promise of bizarre re-enactments of
a Ladies Tennis nal and Sam Peckinpah lms.

Although the reality of which McGuinness’ play is based on is far from aAlthough the reality of which McGuinness’ play is based on is far from a
laughing matter, the way in which his characters utilise dark humour as a
weapon against the unfortunate situation that they nd themselves in is
something that resonated with me. Not only did I realise that this is
something I do myself, but bizarrely I was also able to draw parallels between
the way in which Adam, Edward and Michael interacted. Having lived with
NNT’s very own Ollie Shortt and Will Berrington last year, I couldn’t help but
feel that we also walked the delicate tightrope between hilarity and losingfeel that we also walked the delicate tightrope between hilarity and losing
our sanity. Plus, whilst our other housemates won’t appreciate the
comparisons to terrorists, our bathroom sadly resembled the conditions of
a terror cell (or so I’d imagine).

Humour aside, I’d like to take this chance to publicly thank Will, for involving
me in such a challenging yet rewarding project, and to our lovely assistant
Becca, for having to endure the both of us for such an extended period of
time! Also, a huge thanks to the terric triumvirate of Chris, Gil and Sam fortime! Also, a huge thanks to the terric triumvirate of Chris, Gil and Sam for
making rehearsals such a fun experience without a single dull moment.
Finally, a huge thanks to everybody else who was involved throughout the
project – it’s been an absolute pleasure. 

I hope you enjoy the production as much we have enjoyed working on it!


